
Softgoods for the modern world. 

Slow clothing, quality materials, and sustainable 
manufacturing. 

Intimate Specialty Foundations, Leisurewear & Activewear.

OMNIA intimate 2020



Born from the resistance against
fast fashion & wasteful manufacturing, 
OMNIA strives to  shape  the future. 

OMNIA brand partners with retailers to 
offer an inclusive range of underwear, 
activewear, and maternity styles. Low 
minimums allow you to reach and 
retain a breadth of customers.

With over 20 years experience in 
intimate foundations, OMNIA brings 
confidence and comfort, ranging from 
30-44 bands, A to L cups, and the 
nuances between.

the right f�



opal
Luscious velour, naturally-smoothing spacer, and our unique quality trim creates an 
all-inclusive, classic style inspired by 1920's black-tie couture. Experience your own 
tender comfort in this luxurious collection, perfect for turning up the sex appeal, or 
everyday wear. Available in monochromatic black or petal.

VELOUR • SPACER



OPAL COLLECTION • BRAS

OP115UW
30-40 /  B-K 
BLACK /  PETAL

This unique Spacer and Velour 
underwire bra create a high lift and 
sleek silhouette. Complete support 
using FlexyWire underwire, sturdy trim 
hardware, and perfectly molded cups 
for a range of sizes.

OP115UH
30-40 /  B-K 
BLACK /  PETAL

Style and comfort converge with the 
Opal Halter bra. Sleek Spacer contours 
the body, while the Velour halter adds 
lift and a unique silhouette. Complete 
support using FlexyWire underwire, 
sturdy trim hardware, and perfectly 
molded cups for a range of sizes.

OP115UP
30-40 /  B-K 
BLACK /  PETAL

Functionality is key with the Opal 
Velour plunge bra. Front closure allows 
for easy dressing, while a back 
hook-and-eye closure adds fit 
adjustment. Complete support using 
FlexyWire underwire, sturdy trim 
hardware, and perfectly molded cups 
for a range of sizes.



OPAL COLLECTION • BRA & PANTY

OP115WF
XS-4XL & XS-4XL FULL CUP 
BLACK /  PETAL

The ultimate everyday bra, this style 
flatters every cup size. Rich Velour 
lined with skin jersey and a thick band 
height creates a flattering silhouette for 
daily wear or sexy situations.

OP715KN
XS-4XL 
BLACK /  PETAL

As sexy as it is comfortable, the Opal 
High Waist Bikini sculpts and appeals 
all at once. The panty has a minimizing 
high waist.



OPAL COLLECTION • LOUNGEWEAR

OP715PN
XS-4XL 
BLACK /  PETAL

Sultry Velour gives this lounge pant a 
comfortable weight, while the skin 
jersey waist supports and contours. 
Pairs well with the Opal bras and tops.

OP615BS
XS-4XL 
BLACK /  PETAL

Flattery is key with the Opal Velour 
bodysuit. Neck closure allows for easy 
dressing, keyhole back peek-a-boo 
closure. Wrap-style front, with 
pull-down toilet access innovation to 
replace snaps at the crotch.

OP615TP
XS-4XL 
BLACK /  PETAL

Wrap up in luxury to the tie back 
peek-a-boo long sleeve tunic or mini 
dress. Long enough for bedroom fun, 
flexible enough to tuck in with our 
lounge pant.



Art deco lends a soft, feminine touch to this collection of padded comfort intimates. 
This collection includes underwire and wirefree styles, designed for all cup sizes up 
to K. Available in cream and grey.

PADDED • DECO MESH

pearl



PEARL COLLECTION • DECO MESH

PE115UW
30-40 /  B-K 
GRAY /  CREAM

Whether for special occasions or 
everyday wear, this sexy art 
deco-inspired padded bra is sure to 
please. Complete support using 
FlexyWire underwire, sturdy trim 
hardware, and perfectly molded cups 
for a range of sizes.

PE116WF
XS-4XL & XS-4XL FULL CUP
GRAY /  CREAM

The ultimate wire-free bra, this style 
flatters every cup size. Delicate mesh 
lined with skin jersey a removable pad 
and a thick band height creates a 
flattering silhouette for daily wear or 
intimate situations.

PE716KN
XS-4XL 
GRAY /  CREAM

The ultimate everyday bra, this style 
flatters every cup size. Rich Velour 
lined with skin jersey and a thick band 
height creates a flattering silhouette for 
daily wear or intimate situations.



quar�
Ideal for everyday wear, the Quartz collection is created with skin-soft Jersey and 
enclosed seaming. The perfect range of bras with full cup support. Styles include 
underwire and wirefree. Available in black, maroon, rose, and cream.

SKIN JERSEY • BASICS



QZ312SL
XS-4XL & XS-4XL FULL CUP 
BLACK /  MAROON
ROSE /  CREAM

Soft, silky skin jersey makes the Quartz 
Everyday Comfort Chemise a perfect 
staple for anybody. Wearable under 
dresses, over pants, or simply solo, this 
versatile slip is a must-have. Easy to 
wear and easy to sell. Complements 
the rest of the Quartz collection.

QUARTZ COLLECTION • BRAS & LOUNGEWEAR

QZ112WF
XS-4XL & XS-4XL FULL CUP 
BLACK /  MAROON
ROSE /  CREAM

The ultimate everyday bra, this style 
flatters every cup size. 2 layers of our 
skin jersey and a thick band height 
creates a flattering silhouette for daily 
wear or intimate situations.

QZ115UW
30-40 /  B-K 
BLACK /  MAROON
ROSE /  CREAM

The simple and sexy Quartz plung bra
includes a front closure, allowing for 
easy dressing, and a back hook-and-eye 
closure to help adjust fit. Complete 
support using FlexyWire underwire, 
sturdy trim hardware, and perfectly 
molded cups for a range of sizes.



QUARTZ COLLECTION • LOUNGEWEAR

QZ737SS
XS-4XL  
BLACK /  MAROON
ROSE /  CREAM

Total loungability is possible with the 
Quartz high-waist short. The 
overlapping side construction allows 
this style to fit a range of bodies.

QZ615BT
XS-4XL  
BLACK /  MAROON
ROSE /  CREAM

Total loungability and comfortability 
during yoga is possible with, the Quartz 
Ballet Top. The contour construction 
waistband allows this style to fit a 
range of bodies. 

QZ715PN
XS-4XL  
BLACK /  MAROON
ROSE /  CREAM

Perfect for everyday lounging, or yoga 
& pilates, the Quartz long loungepant 
pairs perfectly with all Quartz bras. 
Supportive skin jersey tucks where it 
needs to, and accentuates the rest.



QUARTZ COLLECTION • SWIMWEAR

QZ712TA
XS-4XL  
BLACK /  MAROON
ROSE /  CREAM

As sexy as it is comfortable, the Quartz 
High Waist Tanga sculpts and appeals 
all at once. The bottom has a 
minimizing high waist.

QZ115SW
30-40 /  B-K 
BLACK /  MAROON
ROSE /  CREAM

This versatile strapless bra with 5 way 
removable straps is the ultimate staple. 
Made of sleek, soft skin jersey. 
Complete support using FlexyWire 
underwire, sturdy trim hardware, and 
perfectly molded cups for a range of 
sizes.  Silicone at band and back, this is 
a stay-put essential.



lapis
Supportive, contouring nylon/spandex blend is bonded for ultimate comfort. This 
collection was created to shape but not squeeze, allowing bodies to feel sexy and 
secure.

SHAPER • BASICS



LAPIS COLLECTION • BONDED SHAPER

LP199UW
30-40 /  B-K 
GRANITE /  PINK

The Lapis bonded T-shirt bra is in a 
comfort zone of its own. Soft, plush, 
and shaping. Complete support using 
FlexyWire underwire, sturdy trim 
hardware, and perfectly molded cups 
for a range of sizes.

LP199WF
XS-4XL & XS-4XL FULL CUP 
GRANITE /  PINK

Lapis delivers a soft, rich brushed 
jersey that lifts and contours the body 
without the awkward squeeze. Bonded 
instead of sewn, this comfortable, 
everyday staple fits into foundations 
and loungewear categories. Removable 
pad front with hook-eye bk closure and 
adjustable straps.



LAPIS COLLECTION • LOUNGEWEAR

LP799SS
XS-4XL 
GRANITE /  PINK

The Lapis bonded T-shirt bra is in a 
comfort zone of its own. Soft, plush, 
and shaping. Complete support using 
FlexyWire underwire, sturdy trim 
hardware, and perfectly molded cups 
for a range of sizes.

LP5014CM
S/M •  M/L •  L/XL •  XL/2XL 
BLACK

Lapis delivers a soft, rich brushed 
jersey that lifts and contours the body 
without the awkward squeeze. Bonded 
instead of sewn, this comfortable, 
everyday staple fits into foundations 
and loungewear categories. Removable 
pad front with hook-eye back closure 
and adjustable straps.



jade
Mod tiedye mesh meets comfortable cotton something in this uniquely supportive 
activewear collection. Our flexible sports bra supports even large cups using an 
adjustable hook & eye strap, in addition to sturdy shoulder construction. Available in 
black & tiedye, and grey & tiedye.

ACTIVE • MESH STRETCH



JADE COLLECTION • BRAS

JD118UW
30-40 /  B-K
BLACK /  GRAY

Helps with the heavy lifting; this bra will 
keep you in shape with padded cup and 
straps.  Complete support using 
FlexyWire underwire, sturdy trim 
hardware, and perfectly molded cups 
for a range of sizes.

JD119WF
XS-4XL & XS-4XL FULL CUP 
BLACK /  GRAY

Wire-free wicking moulded jersey, 
layered with Splash-dye mesh create 
firm fit & function in our Jade Active 
collection. Adjustable Wide High Point 
straps, this is low to a medium impact 
sports bra.  Add the Jade Tank for an 
additional layer of impact security.



JADE COLLECTION • ACTIVE WEAR

JD618JK
XS-4XL
BLACK /  GRAY

Flattering and functional, the Jade 
Active Hoodie includes a side arm 
pocket with zipper, body-contouring 
hood, and breathable Splash-dye mesh 
side panels. Moisture-wicking quick-dry 
makes this a perfect workout staple. 
Shape and cut consider fuller bust. 

JD718LG
XS-4XL
BLACK /  GRAY

Hi-waist sturdy athletic materials, 
wicking blended with Splash-dye mesh 
create a firm fit & functional look in our 
Jade Active collection. Legging 
complete with side pockets large 
enough for devices, and a center back 
pocket with zipper.  

JD218TK
XS-4XL
BLACK /  GRAY

Functionally and flattering fit are 
achieved through the Jade Active Tank 
top. Supportive wicking athletic fabric 
gives a unique contouring look while 
breathable mesh side panels add 
function and style. Racerback mesh, 
solid jersey front.



For more information and sales, contact

ANNE DIMOND
206.286.8108

SALES@OMNIA.SPACE
WWW.OMNIA.SPACE

OMNIA SPACE
12924 E MARGINAL WAY S

SEATTLE, WA 98168
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